Abstract. A new data structure-the union-copy structure -is introduced, which generalizes the well-known union-find structure. Besides the usual union and find operations, the new structure also supports a copy operation, that generates a duplicate of a given set. The structure can enumerate a given set, find all sets that contain a given element, insert and delete elements, etc. All these operations can be performed very efficiently.
Introduction
A well-known data structure problem is the union-find problem (also called equivalence problem), which dates back to the sixties [2, 7] . A data structure for the union-find problem stores a collection of disjoint sets {Sl,..., S.}, such that the following two operations can be performed efficiently:
UNION(Si,~,), which takes two (disjoint) sets as its arguments, and unites them into a single set, and FIND(x), which takes an element x as its argument, and returns the name of the set that contains X. Tarjan showed that, starting with n sets that all contain one unique element, a mixed sequence of n -1 union operations and nz > n find operations can be performed in O(WZ . a (nz, n)) time [16] (where a(wz, n) is the extremely slowly growing functional inverse of Ackermann's function). Later, Tarjan showed that this result is optimal in the pointer machine model [17] (see also [12] ). Since then, the union-find problem has received considerable attention (see, e.g., [41, [61, [111, [121, [15] , [181, and [19] ), and several different solutions and variations have been described.
In this paper, we study a generalization of the union-find problem, in which an additional operation, .xZ, XJ), which takes two elements that do not share a set, and turns them into a single element that is member of all the sets xl or xl were in.
Likewise, the procedures ELEMENT-COPY and SET-FIND(S) are supported. Note that a structure for the normal union-find problem only supports the operations SET-UNION and ELEMENT-FIND. The structure can be visualized as a representation of a bipartite graph with two node sets VI and Vz and edges running between a node of VI and a node of Vz only. The nodes in V, form the sets, the nodes in Vz from the elements. An edge between an element and a set indicates that the element is a member of the set. The operations can now be described as follows:
SET-CREATE
Create a new node in V1.
SET-INSERT
Add an edge between a node in VI and a node in Vz.
SET-DESTROY
Remove a node from VI together with its edges.
SET-FIND
Return all nodes in Vz that are connected to the node in V,.
SET-UN1ON
Take two nodes in VI (not connected to the same node in Vz)
and join them into a single node. SET-COPY Make a copy of a node in VI connected to the same nodes in V2.
The dual operations are exactly the same for nodes in Vz. Note that it is not possible to delete an individual edge. This would highly increase the time bounds. The union-copy structure is based on a mixture of two distinct union-find structures for its implementation. The efficiency of the operations depends on the union-find structures chosen. For example, using the structure of TarJan [16] , we obtain the following performance: SET-CREATE and ELEMENT-CREATE,
SET-INSERT, and ELEMENT-INSERT (which are in fact the same), SET-UNION, and
ELEMENT-UNION all take constant time, SET-FIND, ELEMENT-FIND, SET-DESTROY, and ELEMENT-DESTROY take time 0(1 + k " a (m, n)) amortized, where k is the number of reported answers or deleted edges, and SET-COPY and ELEMENT-COPY take time 0( a ( nz, n)) amortized. 
Create a new, empty set in S with name S. Note that the ELEMENT-operations are the exact duals of the sET-operations.
As we shall see, also the data structure will be symmetric. This data structure we call a union-copy structure. (iv) A reversed node has one outgoing edge and at least two incoming edges; (v) No edge may go from a reversed node to another reversed node;
(vi) No edge may go from a normal node to another normal node;
(vii) There is one unique path from a set node to an element node if and only if the element is in the set;
(viii) Any path in the union-copy structure from a set node to an element node consists of an alternating sequence of normal and reversed nodes (a direct consequence of the other invariants).
From the above invariants, it follows that the union-copy structure is acyclic, even if the edges are undirected. See Figure 1 for an example. In this example, the set S4 = {X5, X6, X7, xx } and X5 is element of S2, S3 and S4, that is, 9,5 = {S2, S3, S4}. Note that if we disregard the direction of the edges, the structure is completely symmetric. The implementation of the union-copy structure consists of a collection of set nodes, a collection of element nodes, a union-find structure denoted N-UF, and a union-find structure denoted R-UF. Every set node in the collection stores the name of the set, and one pointer for the outgoing edge. Similarly, every element node in the collection stores the name of the element, and one pointer for the incoming edge. The structure N-UF represents the normal nodes, where the sets in N-UF correspond one-to-one to the normal nodes.
The elements of N-UF correspond one-to-one with the outgoing edges of these normal nodes. Similarly, the structure R-UF represents the reversed nodes and the incoming edges of these nodes. To avoid confusion between sets of the union-copy structure and sets of N-UF and R-UF, the latter will simply be called normal nodes (respectively, reversed nodes). Furthermore, the elements of N-UF and R-UF will be called edges rather than elements. Notice that the edges are actually objects in the structure.
For a node u, we denote with in(u) its (set of) incoming edge(s), and with out(v) its (set of) outgoing edge(s). For
an edge e, we denote with erg(e) the node for which e is an outgoing edge, and with dest(e) the node for which e is an incoming edge. With parent(u), we denote the set of nodes org(in( v)), and with child(u) we denote the set dest(out(u)). Finally, with type(~), we denote the type of the node u, which is either set, element, normal, or reversed.
Since we have the structure N-UF to represent the normal nodes, it is possible to let one normal node LI take over all outgoing edges of another normal node w. This operation is simply a union in N-UF, and is denoted by N-UNION( U, w). Such a union clearly is a disjoint union in the N-UF structure. Note that the implementation of N-UF and R-UF need not to be the same. In fact, in our main application, it will be important to use different structures.
We define the operations that are supported by the N-UF structures.
Unite the edges of the normal nodes LI and w to become the edges of u. The normal node w loses all its edges. N-FIND( e, ) Return the normal node to which e, belongs.
Add the edge et to the normal node u.
N-DELETE( 6!1)
Delete the edge e, from its origin (normal node).
N-ENUMERATE(u)
Return all outgoing edges of the node LI.
We make three assumptions on the N-UF-structure, which are all valid for the known union-find structures, as in [11] , [16], and [19] . First, we assume that the operations
and N-ENUMERATE can be performed in optimal time. Second, the deletion of an edge should be possible in constant time without increasing time bounds for future operations, and without actually retrieving the node to which the edge belongs. The third assumption is that it is possible for an edge in the R-UF structure to decide in constant time whether this edge is the only incoming edge of the node. For the R-UF structure, we define the analogous operations and make the same assumptions.
THE OPERATIONS.
We are now ready to describe the different operations in detail. We only describe the sET-operations. The ELEMENT-operations are the exact duals. All operations turn out to be simple and straightforward. We first describe the procedure SET-FIND, which reports all elements in a set S,. The idea is that, starting with S,, we traverse the structure, only going from parents to children, until we reach the element nodes. If we reach a normal node in this process, we recur at all its children.
If we reach a reversed node, we continue at its only child. The following piece of pseudo-code describes this process in detail:
case type(dest(e)) of element: report the element as an answer
Note that the part of the structure we traverse is a multiway tree (invariant (vii) and (viii)) with every other node having at least two children (invariant (iii)). As a result, the number of nodes we visit is of the same magnitude as the number of answers
found. It can easily be seen that in this way the invariants of the union-copy structure are maintained. See Figure 2 for an example.
SET-UN1ON(S,, S, )
if out(SL) = nil or type(child(,!i, )) + normal then exchange S, and S1
if out(S, ) = nil then ready elseif type(child(SL)) = normal and type(child(,S, )) = normal then N-uNIoN(child(S,), child(Sj)) elseif type(child(Sz)) = normal then N-AoD(child(SL ), out( S1 )) else {both are reversed or elements} make a normal node L)
The SET-COPY operation also tests the type of the child of the set to be copied. To a reversed node, a new parent is added for the new set. If the child is a normal node, then a new reversed node is made with the two sets as parents. See Figure 2 for an example.
SET-COPY(S, , S, )
if out(S,) = nil then ready
The operation SET-CREATE k trivial. We simply create a new set node with the given set name and a nil pointer.
The SET-INSERT operation is also simple. It checks the types of the child of the set node and the parent of the element node, and takes actions accordingly. Finally, we describe the SET-DESTROY operation, which removes the set node and its outgoing edge. The actions performed for deletions are the straightforward actions to restore the invariants of the union-copy structure (see Figure  4 ). There are a number of cases to identify. Firstly, when the outgoing edge of the set goes to a reversed node, this node might be left with only one parent, violating invariant (iv). Hence, we have to remove this reversed node as well. This can be done by uniting its only child with its only parent. If child and parent are both normal nodes, we enumerate the children of the child and add them to the parent (to restore invariant (viii)). Secondly, when the child of the set node is a normal node we remove it, together with all its outgoing edges. This again might cause reversed nodes to loose a parent, and similar actions Si +' At the end of the RESTORE procedure, we unite two normal nodes by enumerating the outgoing edges of child( LI) and adding them to parent( L'), rather than using the N-UNION operation.
The reason is the following. In the analysis of the next section, we charge the time taken by SET-DESTROY to the size of the set S,. Given a collection Y of m sets, and a collection P of n elements. A union-copy structure, based on the N-UF-stmcture and the R-UF-stnlcture, has the following peffonncmce:
where k is the size of the set in SET-DESTROY and SET-FIND, or the number of occurrences of the element in ELEMENT (1) s is represented exactly once on every path from the root to a leaf, of which the elementary interval is contained in s;
(2) s is not represented on any other path from the root to a leaf.
As the name implies, a traditional segment tree is a weak segment tree, but not necessarily vice versa. A weak segment tree gives more flexibility in the nodes at which the segments should be stored. This flexibility is needed to perform the update operations INSERT, DELETE, SPLIT, and CONCATENATE efficiently. Figure 5 shows a traditional segment tree and one possibility for a weak segment tree on the same set of segments.
Let 8 be a node in a weak segment tree T. Let S8 be the subset of S stored at 8. We represent all sets S8 together as a union-copy structure. All segments form the elements, and the sets S3 form the sets. This allows us to efficiently, for example, copy the associated set of a node. The flexibility of the weak segment tree as to where segments are stored, allows us to empty a set .Sfi for a particular node 8 by shifting its elements to both its children. This will be an important operation for our purposes. The procedure DOWN(8) describes this process in detail, by making calls to the operations of a union-copy structure. For an internal node 8, its two children are denoted by lchild( 8 ) and rchild( 8 ). In this section, we describe the union-copy structure that is needed for the dynamic segment tree in detail. Every node in T corresponds to a set in the union-copy structure, and every segment corresponds to an element. Consequently, the union-copy structure has 0(n) sets and O(n) elements.
To perform the operations on dynamic segment trees, the following operations of the union-copy structure must be supported efficiently: SET-UNION, SET-COPY, SET-ENUMERATE, and ELEMENT-DESTROY. Furthermore, the trivial operations SET-CREATE, ELEMENT-CREATE, and SET-DESTROY (for an empty set only) are needed.
To perform these operations efficiently we can take for the N-UF-structure any union-find structure that allows for constant time N-UNION (because N-FIND is not performed by the operations above). For example, the tree structure suffices (see any good textbook on data structures, e.g., [11 and [131) . For the R-UF-structure we take a structure in which R-FIND takes constant time. We use the UF(i)-structure of La Poutr6 [11] , which allows for R-FIND in O(i) time and R-UNION in O(a(i, n)) time amortized (where a(i, n) is a very S1OW1Y growing function related to the inverse Ackermann function, see Appendix A for its definition).
We choose i a constant. The analysis of the union-copy structure for this choice of N-UF and R-UF structures is postponed to the analysis of the dynamic segment trees.
THE STRUCTURE.
The dynamic segment tree consists of the following three parts: Firstly, a weak segment tree, which is implemented using a balanced red-black tree (see [9] and [13] ). Every node is augmented with an extra pointer to a set node of the union-copy structure. Secondly, the union-copy structure as described above. Thirdly, a dictionary tree, which is a balanced red-black tree, storing the set S of segments in its leaves, ordered on increasing left endpoint, and with equal left endpoints on increasing right endpoint. Every leaf in the dictiona~tree stores a segment, which is an element node of the union-copy structure. The dictionary tree is needed for deletions, because the element node in the union-copy structure must be located before it can be deleted.
Furthermore, for every leaf of the weak segment tree that stores an endpoint [x, : x,] , an integer m is added, which represents the number of e' 'fi=st?i down(lchild ( 8 )) (see Figure 6 ). for S2 on path from rchild ( 8 ) make a leaf y' with int(y') -(y: CO), and add it to S1 make a leaf y" with int(y") + ( -m: x'), and add it to s, {where x' is the smallest value of an endpoint in S,} else {let int(y ) = (x: x')} int(y)~(x :~) add y to S1 make a leaf y' with int( -y') -( -~: x'), and add it to s. We show that a dynamic segment tree can be constructed in 0( n log rz) time (and space), and also that any operation adds at most O(log n ) space to the structure. Thus, after iz/2 updates, the dynamic segment tree still requires 0( n log rz) space. Rebuilding the structure from time to time will keep the storage used within the O(n log Z-Z) and SPLIT take O(log n) time on a d}wamic segment tree that stores n segments, and t)lese operations increase the space used by the structure~vith at most 0( log n ).
PROOF. This follows immediately from the procedures that implement these operations, the balancedness of the weak segment tree and dictionary tree, and the choice of the union-copy structure. u Because there are at most O(n log n) edges to be deleted, it follows that 0(n) SET-DESTROY operations take 0( n log n " a(i, n)) time. u
The following theorem is the main result of this section, and presents the overall performance of dynamic segment trees:
THEOREM~.
There exists a structure-the dynamic segment tree-for storing a set of n segments on the real line, such that INSERT, CONCATENATE, and SPLIT operations each take 0( log n) amortized time. Furthennoi-e, DELETE operations take 0( log n -a(i,~z)) amortized time (where a(i, n) is the row iruerse of Ackermann's function, for a constant i), and stabbing queries take O(k + log n) time, w)zere k is the number of segments reported. The structure requires 0( n log n) space, and it can be constructed in 0( n log n) time. As an application, we have given a dynamic version of the segment tree, which allows for insertions, splits and concatenations in O(log n) time, deletions in O(log n . a(i, n)) time, and stabbing queries in O(k + log n) time, where k is the number of answers. The structure requires O(rZ log n) space, and can be built in 0( n log n) time. These results improve upon the semidynamic segment trees, which only allow for insertions of segments, of which the endpoints are taken from a fixed universe. The main advantage of our structure is the fact that the time and space bounds are independent of the size of the universe. it is unknown how to delete an element from a single set in the structure. Another interesting problem is to study union-copy structures in which the union operation is also allowed for nondisjoint sets.
For a fixed constant i, a(i, n) is called the row inverse of Ackermann's function, and it is defined as follows:
a(i, rz) = min{jl A(i, j) > n}.
For i = 1, a(i, n) = @(log n), and for i = 2, a(i, /z) = @(log* n), the iterated logarithm. The higher the index i, the slower the function a( i, n) grows in n.
For i >2, the function a(i, n ) is constant for all practical situations, although it goes to infinity as n does.
